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INTRODUCTION
Since the early 2000s, Egypt has been building its reputation as one
of the world’s strongest multilingual customer experience (CX)
delivery locations.
Global CX providers like Teleperformance, Sutherland Global
Services, SYKES, Vodafone Intelligent Solutions (_VOIS), and
Webhelp rely on Egypt for its large pool of educated,
tech-competent, cost-effective, multilingual talent, capable of
delivering world-class CX and higher-value services.
Egypt’s government has been enhancing infrastructure and
attracting multinationals for the last decade, almost tripling its CX
workforce. The devaluation of the Egyptian pound in 2016 was also
an excellent incentive for CX investors to take a fresh look, leading
to increased competitiveness for the market.
All the hard work has been paying off. In the Ryan Strategic
Advisory 2021 Omnibus Survey, which questioned 628 BPO buyers
in North America, Europe, and Oceania, Egypt ranked fourth in the
most favored CX delivery locations worldwide. Respondents
understood that the country represents geopolitical stability, but
the international perception is still somewhat skewed in this regard.
CX buyers in certain locations feel that Egypt is not ready, but the
reality is far different.
Adding to the insights shared in our previous white paper, Egypt’s
Role in the Evolution of Global BPO, this report explores Egypt’s CX
value proposition in 2021, providing an in-depth look at the nation’s
high-quality CX industry. Through a mix of stakeholder perspectives
and provider case studies, this report will paint an accurate picture
of Egypt through a CX lens, giving readers a chance to discover the
country’s value for themselves.
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EGYPT’S
UNIQUE
TALENT FOR
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

“

CLIENTS AND CUSTOMERS LOVE OUR
EGYPTIAN AGENTS FOR THEIR SPIRIT,
WILLINGNESS, AND SENSE OF
COMMITMENT, WHICH ARE SOME OF THE
KEY DIFFERENTIATORS OF THIS MARKET.

Ahmed Bahgat
Site Director | SYKES Egypt

”

With its fascinating ancient history,
millennia-old monuments, and mesmerizing
golden sands, Egypt has been attracting
curious travelers from all over the world for
centuries. The nation’s history of
welcoming tourists has created a culture of
hospitality that forms part of Egypt’s
heritage and mindset.
“Thanks to this inherent advantage in the
workforce, we were able to carry out tasks
like stabilizing the business, reaching
ramp-up goals, and achieving high CSAT
scores smoothly and in a relatively short
timeframe,” said Ahmed Bahgat, Site
Director at SYKES Egypt (recently acquired
by Sitel). “Clients and customers love our
Egyptian agents for their spirit, willingness,
and sense of commitment, which are some
of the key differentiators of this market.”
A key benefit of this background is that
many workers in the travel and hospitality
sector move to the CX industry, bringing
their customer-oriented approach to work to
the table.
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As part of their early education, all
Egyptians study English, Arabic, and
either French or German, giving them a
high trilingual ability. Besides Arabic,
English is the largest in scale, followed by
French and German.

WORLD-CLASS
LANGUAGE
SKILLS

The neutral accent that Egyptian agents
have is a big selling point for voice
campaigns, as CX providers find it
challenging to hire resources without
heavy regional accents in comparable
countries.
“Our innately talented agents are easy to
understand and possess the fluency of
native speakers, so our European clients
can’t distinguish between Egyptian CX
representatives and native speakers for
voice support,” said Ramy Kato, Head of
_VOIS Egypt (a Vodafone company). “The
country has all the languages you need to
provide CX services to the major European
markets, as well as the United States and
Canada.”

EDUCATED
WORKFORCE WITH
CULTURAL VALUE

Egypt is a multicultural country with a
diverse society, blending numerous
religions, viewpoints, and different
approaches to life. This unique value
proposition distinguishes the country’s
CX industry from other locations in
Europe or North Africa.
Egyptian agents are swift learners and
have a deep cultural alignment with
customers in Europe and the United
States. In addition, their openness to
other cultures and willingness to explore
new frontiers makes them easy to train
and quick to adapt. On top of that, the
CX industry is desirable for
well-educated talent, which is not the
case in Europe. As a result, the sector
employs thousands of university
graduates each year, forming a highly
scalable workforce with the ability to
learn complex processes and provide a
unique level of sophistication to the
industry.
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As digital transformation and automation
impacts every industry, CX jobs have
become far more sophisticated in Egypt.
Alongside the country’s ability to provide
transactional service and basic customer
care, roughly 40% of the industry’s
workforce focuses on high-end, technical
tasks.

HIGHER-VALUE
FUNCTIONS

SYKES Egypt, for example, provides level
1, level 2, and level 3 technical support for
clients in the FinTech industry, handling
100% of transaction volumes and
managing fraud and compliance from end
to end.
With its maturity in IT outsourcing (ITO),
the nation has attracted brands like
Microsoft, IBM, and Dell Technologies for
B2B customer experience and tech
support. As a result, the country’s
experienced workforce understands new
digital systems, allowing them to quickly
troubleshoot technical issues and deliver
superior customer experiences. In
addition, many employees receive training
in digital technologies and higher-value
processes, such as analytics and
automation tools. They also have strong
capabilities serving customers through
non-voice omnichannel platforms, like
video, webchat, social media, SMS, and
email.

EGYPT AS A CONTENDER
FOR GLOBAL CX
Egypt may not have the scale to compete with India for English or Latin America for
Spanish CX delivery, but its ability to support other languages puts it well ahead of
comparable multilingual hubs like Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, and Hungary. CX Providers in
Egypt are able to serve their clients across the world in over 20 languages.
The country’s capabilities for non-English CX delivery have increased significantly since
the early 2000s, with thousands of agents proficient in German, Spanish, French, Italian,
Turkish, Hebrew, and Russian. Still, there is more room for accelerated growth.
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A growing percentage of Egypt’s population are taking up new language capabilities,
including German, Italian and Spanish. This is enabling the servicing of more demand
markets from Egypt, which comes at a time in which more multinationals are seeking to
centralize linguistic hubs. As a result, several industry players and the government are
working on a joint venture to collaborate on a training academy for new languages. The
goal is to graduate a large number of speakers of these languages over a long period.
As part of the government’s strategy to boost IT and business services exports, Egypt’s IT
Industry Development Agency (ITIDA) has already launched a language training initiative in
collaboration with the Goethe Institut to help students in Upper Egypt master German.
Once the country reaps the results of this program and the many more that ITIDA has in
place, Egypt will fit much higher in the value chain, giving the world a chance to experience
what this incredible nation has to offer in the realm of CX.

RESILIENCE
AND AGILITY
When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, Egypt’s government moved quickly to close down the
country and ensure the safety of its citizens. In less than one month, 95% of the Egyptian CX
workforce was working at home.
Companies like SYKES, Sutherland, and _VOIS Egypt, were able to move their operations
from on-site to at-home in a matter of days, with minimal impact on CX quality and quantity.
After which, they were able to run their businesses as if they were still in their facilities. Still,
time-to-market can be relatively slow for broadband connectivity, but the country is reducing
this turnaround time.
Covid wasn’t the first time Egypt’s CX providers had to send their workforce home. During the
unrest of the Arab Spring in 2011, many companies shifted to work-at-home within a few
days, establishing the foundation of a solid business continuity plan. Since then, there have
been less than five days of interruption in the BPO and CX industry, even during the COVID-19
pandemic, speaking to the nation’s sheer resilience and agility to adapt and overcome
challenges.
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NEW MARKET
ENTRANT: WEBHELP
In 2020, multinational BPO Webhelp
entered Egypt to tap into the
benefits of a rich CX talent pool.
Here, Philippe Broutin, Webhelp’s
General Manager of Africa
Development, and Alaa El Khishen,
CEO at Webhelp Egypt, share their
thoughts on Egypt as a CX
destination of choice.

Q:

A:

Philippe, what is your
impression about Egypt as
a market, and what
surprised you along the
way?

What surprised me was the huge number
of leads we had for Egypt in a short period
of time. I’ve never seen that in any other
new country before. It’s one of the most
mature countries in terms of CX plus ITO,
which is a plus because both worlds tend
to blend together. We knew that Egypt
would be a big country for us—we have
10,000 employees or more in mind, and
we’re confident that we can achieve that.

Q:

A:

Alaa, what should new
entrants know about
working with Egyptian CX
talent?

You don’t need to hire ex-pats and import
them because the talent pool is rich and
mature enough to develop an incredible
CX team domestically. The level of
expertise and qualifications we see from
middle, senior, and junior management
teams are impressive. It doesn’t take five
minutes to recognize that you have
professionals in front of you at all levels.
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SUCCESS STORIES FROM
PLAYERS ON THE GROUND
CASE STUDY
TELEPERFORMANCE AND SAMSUNG EGYPT
THE CHALLENGES
A high volume of calls and high cost of voice interactions.
Lack of adoption of non-voice channels of communication from the consumers compared to
voice channels.
Business continuity during early days of COVID-19 pandemic.
Agents lacked the necessary facilities (such as internet access) to work from home.

THE SOLUTION
Diversify existing business model with digital channels.
Design and implement the Teleperformance Voice To Messaging solution.
Deflect voice interactions to non-voice channels while educating customers on the process.
Customers enter their number through an IVR path to continue the conversation on WhatsApp
rather than holding.
TP Egypt customized this for Samsung with the IT team in Egypt within six weeks, cutting the
initial integration cost by almost half.

THE RESULT
Increased customer satisfaction significantly.
Lowered the cost by almost 50% with a sustainable option.
Successful WAHA deployment with 100% of the operations working from home within two
weeks.
Solved network and connectivity challenges while sustaining security and operational
integrity standards and implementing the ability to manage operations remotely.
Agents trained on new technologies.
As a result of voice to non-voice deflection, WhatsApp for Business interactions increased
from 200,000 to 800,000.
Average CSAT scores went from 91% in 2019 to 93% in 2020.
Customer NPS score from 26% in 2019 to almost 60% in 2020.
Samsung Egypt awarded best practice for implementing WhatsApp for Business.
Global rollout across every Samsung location.
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CASE STUDY
RAYA AND FORTUNE 20 AUTOMAKER
THE CHALLENGES
Inadequate digital engagement.
Slow and long Average Response Time per inquiry.
Turn-Around Time (TAT) exceeding 48 hours.

THE SOLUTION
Design a pleasant and efficient end-to-end customer journey across all channels.
Enrich the knowledge base with an added update process to facilitate the flow of information.
Deploy analytic tools to closely and continuously monitor the client’s position in the market.
Automate simple and repetitive inquiries across all platforms.
Train and qualify CX agents to provide service according to world-class standards.
Implement the solution in 60 days.

THE RESULT
Enhanced experience by decreasing the Average Response Time from 24 hours to 30
minutes.
Optimized TAT from 48 hours to 60 minutes.
Used predictive market analytics to directly impact and alter sales.
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FINAL
THOUGHTS
CX services clients increasingly
require multilingual talent and
high-value expertise, with a
preference for one-stop-shops. In
addition, operations managers
want to increase their CX
initiatives’ efficiency, simplicity,
and size with fewer vendors, fewer
platforms, and more capabilities.
For Egypt, this trend is a chance to
increase its favorability among
buyers.
Pricing is still the most compelling
factor for clients, especially in
Europe, where salaries are higher.
However, quality is next in the
decision-making process, and
Egypt delivers on both fronts. With
its large, well-educated population,
cost-competitiveness,
high-tier
capabilities,
and
growing
multilingual talent pool, Egypt
represents a unique opportunity to
tap into a rapidly evolving CX
market.

For more information please
visit www.ryanadvisory.com.
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